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Ex Africa semper aliquid novi
(‘From Africa always something new’).

S
by Jacques Claassen
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ituated in a delta formed
by the confluence of the
Dwars and Berg Rivers in
the Franschhoek Valley in
the Western Cape, the Solms-Delta
Wine Estate, which is all about
people, wine and song, offers a
unique Cape cultural experience.
A visit to the beautiful yet

unpretentious Solms-Delta Estate
is a laid-back experience. What
makes it memorable are Hagen
Viljoen’s
outstanding
wines,
which formed part of the inaugural
New Wave South African Tasting
about a year ago in London, and
the cuisine of its chef, Shaun
Schoeman, who had an internship

at Copenhagen’s famous Noma
restaurant in 2012. Noma was
ranked as the best restaurant in
the world in 2010, 2011, 2012 and
2014.
However, the people at SolmsDelta are down-to-earth and humble
and their enthusiasm, energy and
efficiency are palpable.
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Prof Mark Solms.

Scan the QR code or visit https://
vimeo.com/15521791 to watch the
video: ‘Welcome to Solms-Delta.’
Video produced by Anna Telford of
Butterfly Films.

Mark Solms, currently professor in Neuropsychology at the
University of Cape Town (UCT),
started reviving the family farm in
the early 2000s after his family had
not produced wine for generations.
Being passionate about working
with people, he made some interesting choices.
“It is our choices which show who
we really are, not our abilities,”
author J.K. Rowling once pointed
out. Having had no knowledge
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and experience of winemaking,
Mark decided to research it passionately.
He had a hunch that the farm
would be ideal for Rhône wine cultivars and soil and climate analyses confirmed this. Subsequently
he planted most of the estate with
Shiraz, Mourvèdre, Grenache
and Viognier. Being aware of the
Cape’s Mediterranean climate, he
also took interest in the common
practice of desiccation in ancient

Greece and Rome: twisting the
stalks of bunches on the vine before harvesting in order to make
wines from berries with concentrated and intensified flavours.
Simultaneously Mark deployed
an archaeological team from UCT
on the farm who found fascinating
evidence about the valley’s precolonial history. When the French
Huguenots settled in the valley,
they soon started competing with
Bushmen hunters, who were
attracted by herds of elephant.
The area was also ideal for large
numbers of hippopotamus.
Being conscious of past social
injustices, Mark partnered with
Richard Astor, British philanthropist
and music lover, in order to embark
upon a challenging, but rewarding
land reform programme. They
each control one third of SolmsDelta, while a trust was formed to

transfer an equal equity stake to
the estate’s historically disadvantaged residents and employees.
As a result, Solms-Delta, with its
historic Cape Dutch vernacular
buildings complemented with contemporary architecture, is nowadays regarded as the Cape’s most
socially progressive wine estate,
while it also houses two small museums depicting the Cape’s slave
history and musical heritage.
Since the release of its first
wines in 2005, Solms-Delta has
become popular for its harvest
and music festivals and a number
of other reasons. It offers various
farms tours, a tasting experience
of two unique wine ranges, chef
Shaun’s picnic hampers that can
be enjoyed on shady river banks or
on a sandy beach, or you can relax
in the Fyndraai Restaurant.
Striving to be 110% green, a
garden dedicated to the Cape’s
fynbos and indigenous herbs is

among several initiatives that are
pursued in order to attain this goal.
Chef Shaun incorporates the herbs
in his dishes, while the opening
of a deli and a nursery are in the
pipeline. Produce that will soon be
on sale in the deli include pickled
indigenous spekboom leaves
(which can be used as a side dish),

From left: Nico Janse, Mark Solms and Richard Astor.
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Photo © Jacques Claassen.

The Africana’s full body
gives the wine a generous
feel with a powerful finish
resulting in an intense taste
sensation. It’s the perfect
companion to well-seasoned
game, game meat pie,
Mediterranean-style meals
with grilled vegetables and
peppery salamis.
Dik Delta Fynbos Culinary Gardens at Solms-Delta.

fynbos mustard, fynbos stock,
noem-noem and buchu cordials, as
well as herb-flavoured salts.
Shaun points out that successful
food and wine pairings all depend on
the use of kitchen herbs that won’t
overpower your dishes and wines,
as well as cooking techniques, for
example braising, which results in
richer flavours. He warns against
using too fragrant herbs, such as
garlic, with game dishes. “Rather
go for subtle herbs like a sprig of
rosemary and spring onions.”
Venison dishes, lamb shanks
served with sweet potato and sirloin
steaks are excellent companions
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Chef Shaun Schoeman won’t tell you he had the opportunity
to do an internship at Noma in Copenhagen, the world’s best
restaurant, in 2012. He prefers to prepare dishes that appeal to
South Africans and to use indigenous organic ingredients as side
dishes. To accompany this delectable pork belly, he prepared wild
garlic potato puree, baby beetroot, pickled spekboom leaves, a
watsonia flower bulb, which he refers to as an indigenous turnip,
and citrus buchu jus. Photo © Jacques Claassen.

Before Hagen Viljoen joined Solms-Delta as the
wine maker in 2012, he studied BSc Agriculture
at Stellenbosch University and travelled extensively to gain experience at cellars in New Zealand, Australia, California and France. He also
worked at local wineries, such as Boschendal,
Nederburg, Vergelegen and Zevenwacht.

The social history of the 325-year-old estate is
displayed in a museum in the original wine cellar,
which dates back to 1740. This is a few yards from a
recently excavated Later Stone Age settlement site
and the exposed foundations of a 1680s hunting
lodge, one of the oldest buildings in the Cape.

for
the
2012
Solms-Delta
Hiervandaan, a classic red blend
consisting of desiccated Rhône
varieties
(Grenache,
Shiraz,
Mourvèdre and Cinsaut). This
wine has a complexity of flavours
that surprisingly explodes in your
mouth as a prickling sensation
engaging all the taste buds. With
its firm tannin, juicy red fruit and
focused acidity this balanced wine
offers instant pleasure on the
palate.
The desiccated 2012 SolmsDelta Africana is a single varietal Shiraz containing concentrated flavours of liquorice, black

cherries, cassis fruit and hints of
potpourri. Barrel-matured for 16
months in seasoned French oak,
its firm tannin is balanced by a fine
acidity. The Africana’s full body
gives the wine a generous feel
with a powerful finish resulting in
an intense taste sensation. It’s the
perfect companion to well-seasoned game, game meat pie,
Mediterranean-style meals with
grilled vegetables and peppery salamis.
Apart from the Solms-Delta
range, the Solms-Astor wines
consist of various blends made in
a simpler style with undesiccated

grapes. The estate’s involvement in
reviving the Cape’s traditional folk
music inspired these fun, accessible
and price-friendly wines. They are
aptly named after traditional South
African dancing styles, such as
Langarm and Vastrap. There’s also
a slightly sparkling Shiraz called
Cape Jazz. Chilled, Cape Jazz can
be enjoyed on its own at any festive
occasion, a braai or around a table
with friends, paired with hearty
traditional dishes.

Chef Shaun
Schoeman

Solms-Delta Band

“Through our wine, cuisine, music and museum, and our transformation of
land ownership, Solms-Delta embraces all that it means to be South African. In
everything we do, Solms-Delta celebrates being ‘Hiervandaan’ (‘from this place’)
in an honest and open way that tries to unite our people and cultures ... while
producing a truly unique range of prize-winning wines.” – Mark Solms

For more information, visit: www.solms-delta.co.za
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